§ 1.1163

47 CFR Ch. I (10–1–10 Edition)

distributed by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, where the authorization requested will be used in conjunction with the organization on an NCE
basis;
(2) An applicant, permittee or licensee of a translator or low power television station operating or proposing
to operate an NCE service who, after
grant, provides proof that it has received funding for the construction of
the station through the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) or other showings
as required by the Commission; or
(3) An applicant, permittee, or licensee provided a fee refund under
§ 1.1160 and operating as an NCE station, is exempt from fees for broadcast
auxiliary stations (subparts D, E, F,
and G of part 74 of this chapter) or stations in the wireless radio, common
carrier, or international services where
such authorization is to be used in conjunction with the NCE translator or
low power station.
(h) An applicant, permittee or licensee that is the licensee in the Educational Broadband Service (EBS) (formerly, Instructional Television Fixed
Service (ITFS)) (parts 27 and 74, e.g.,
§§ 27.1200, et seq., and 74.832(b), of this
chapter) is exempt from regulatory
fees where the authorization requested
will be used by the applicant in conjunction with the provision of the EBS.
(i) Applications filed in the wireless
radio service for the sole purpose of
modifying an existing authorization (or
a pending application for authorization). However, if the applicant also requests a renewal or reinstatement of
its license or other authorization for
which the submission of a regulatory
fee is required, the appropriate regulatory fee for such additional request
must accompany the application.
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§ 1.1163 Adjustments
to
regulatory
fees.
(a) For Fiscal Year 1995, the amounts
assessed for regulatory fees are set
forth in §§ 1.1152 through 1.1156.
(b) For Fiscal year 1996 and thereafter, the Schedule of Regulatory Fees,
contained in §§ 1.1152 through 1.1156,

may be adjusted annually by the Commission pursuant to section 9 of the
Communications Act. 47 U.S.C. 159. Adjustments to the fees established for
any category of regulatory fee payment shall include projected cost increases or decreases and an estimate of
the volume of licensees or units upon
which the regulatory fee is calculated.
(c) The fees assessed shall:
(1) Be derived by determining the
full-time equivalent number of employees performing enforcement activities,
policy and rulemaking activities, user
information services, and international
activities within the Wireline Competition Bureau, Media Bureau, International Bureau and other offices of
the Commission, adjusted to take into
account factors that are reasonably related to the benefits provided to the
payor of the fee by the Commission’s
activities, including such factors as
service coverage area, shared use
versus exclusive use, and other factors
that the Commission determines are
necessary in the public interest;
(2) Be established at amounts that
will result in collection, during each
fiscal year, of an amount that can reasonably be expected to equal the
amount appropriated for such fiscal
year for the performance of the activities described in paragraph (c)(1) of
this section.
(d) The Commission shall by rule
amend the Schedule of Regulatory Fees
by proportionate increases or decreases
that reflect, in accordance with paragraph (c)(2) of this section, changes in
the amount appropriated for the performance of the activities described in
paragraph (c)(1) of this section, for
such fiscal year. Such proportionate increases or decreases shall be adjusted
to reflect unexpected increases or decreases in the number of licensees or
units subject to payment of such fees
and result in collection of an aggregate
amount of fees that will approximately
equal the amount appropriated for the
subject regulatory activities.
(e) The Commission shall, by rule,
amend the Schedule of Regulatory Fees
if the Commission determines that the
Schedule requires amendment to comply with the requirements of paragraph
(c)(1) of this section. In making such
amendments, the Commission shall
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add, delete or reclassify services in the
Schedule to reflect additional deletions
or changes in the nature of its services
as a consequence of Commission rulemaking proceedings or changes in law.
(f) In making adjustments to regulatory fees, the Commission will round
such fees to the nearest $5.00 in the
case of fees under $1,000.00, or to the
nearest $25.00 in the case of fees of
$1,000.00 or more.

missed if the regulatory fee is not included with the application package. In
the case of a renewal or reinstatement
application, the application may not be
refiled unless the appropriate regulatory fee plus the 25 percent penalty
charge accompanies the refiled application.
(2) If the application that must be accompanied by a regulatory fee is a mutually exclusive application with a filing deadline, or any other application
that must be filed by a date certain,
the application will be dismissed if not
accompanied by the proper regulatory
fee and will be treated as late filed if
resubmitted after the original date for
filing application.
(e) Any pending or subsequently filed
application submitted by a party will
be dismissed if that party is determined to be delinquent in paying a
standard regulatory fee or an installment payment. The application may be
resubmitted only if accompanied by
the required regulatory fee and by any
assessed penalty payment.
(f) In instances where the Commission may revoke an existing instrument of authorization for failure to file
a regulatory fee, the Commission will
provide prior notice to the regulatee of
such action and shall allow the licensee
no less than 60 days to either pay the
fee or show cause why the payment assessed is inapplicable or should otherwise be waived or deferred.
(1) An adjudicatory hearing will not
be designated unless the response by
the regulatee to the Order to Show
Cause presents a substantial and material question of fact.
(2) Disposition of the proceeding shall
be based upon written evidence only
and the burden of proceeding with the
introduction of evidence and the burden of proof shall be on the respondent
regulatee.
(3) Unless the regulatee substantially
prevails in the hearing, the Commission may assess costs for the conduct
of the proceeding against the respondent regulatee. See 47 U.S.C. 402(b)(5).
(4) Any regulatee failing to submit a
regulatory fee, following notice to the
regulatee of failure to submit the required fee, is subject to collection of
the fee, including interest thereon, any
associated penalties, and the full cost
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[60 FR 34033, June 29, 1995, as amended at 67
FR 13224, Mar. 21, 2002]

§ 1.1164 Penalties for late or insufficient regulatory fee payments.
Any late payment or insufficient
payment of a regulatory fee, not excused by bank error, shall subject the
regulatee to a 25 percent penalty of the
amount of the fee of installment payment which was not paid in a timely
manner. A timely fee payment or installment payment is one received at
the Commission’s lockbox bank by the
due date specified by the Commission
or by the Managing Director. A payment will also be considered late filed
if the payment instrument (check,
money order, bank draft or credit card)
is uncollectible.
(a) The Commission may, in its discretion, following one or more late
filed installment payments, require a
regulatee to pay the entire balance of
its regulatory fee by a date certain, in
addition to assessing a 25 percent penalty.
(b) In cases were a fee payment fails
due to error by the payor’s bank, as
evidenced by an affidavit of an officer
of the bank, the date of the original
submission will be considered the date
of filing.
(c) If a regulatory fee is paid in a
timely manner, the regulatee will be
notified of its deficiency. This notice
will automatically assess a 25 percent
penalty, subject the delinquent payor’s
pending applications to dismissal, and
may require a delinquent payor to
show cause why its existing instruments of authorization should not be
subject to rescission.
(d)(1) Where a regulatee’s new, renewal or reinstatement application is
required to be filed with a regulatory
fee (as is the case with wireless radio
services), the application will be dis-
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